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Objectives

● Understand & assess where your startup ecosystem is on the spectrum

● Identify strengths and weaknesses, 

● Use inform as basis for next action steps  to drive further progress

● Ecosystem Mapping (via Startup Community Maturity Model)

Activity













Components of an entrepreneurial ecosystem



Putting things to context

● Using the Startup Community Maturity Model (Techstars)
○ 5 vectors

○ 7 stages



5 Key Vectors for Startup Communities

1. Density: physical and digital networks of all stakeholders involved

1. Culture: #givefirst, hustle, inclusiveness, and identity

1. Capital: fuelling people’s passion and real innovation

1. Talent: diverse, highly skilled, and capable talent

1. Regulatory Environment: permission-less innovation



7 Stages of Startup Communities

1. Nascent - just getting started

2. Foundational - the building blocks

3. Accelerating - momentum and alignment

4. Established - to be great or not to be great, that is the question

5. High Functioning - a leading global market

6. Progressive - pushing the boundaries and advancing the definition

7. Aspirational - imagine what is really possible in a truly global startup ecosystem



Workshop: SCMM

● Rate our communities

● Identify contributors

● Come up with action steps 

Present



Bottom Line

1. It takes an ecosystem to raise a startup

2. Your accelerator is not alone in this endeavor to help startups

3. Give help and ask for help

4. Acceleration is an iterative process



BREAK



Feedback on output

More event collaborations-- has to go beyond the collaboration, set metrics, get data (contact 

information, profile of the startups)

Good: Enhance alumni engagements-- get them as mentors / judges

Remember that startup support entities may exist but are not collaborative-- not good for the startups
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Objectives

● Gain empathy for the entrepreneur as stepping stone to serve them in relevant ways

● Understand the importance of the market validation process

● Determine next steps to achieve product-market fit for your accelerator

● Ecosystem Mapping

Activity



Defining the MVP for your accelerator

● What does the entrepreneur need > what do I have that I can supply them
○ Pivot or Perish

● Provide market-driven solutions; deliver a relevant program

● Validating assumptions (scientific method, startup-style)

Focus: entrepreneur



MVP Defined: Refining the Model



Use Findings to Guide the Planning Process

● Profile of potential users

● Estimate demand

● Determine capacity of existing programs & resources

● Identify “gaps”

● Define a MVP or model that:
○ Relieves pains

○ Generates gains





Lean Startup: Value Proposition Canvas

Jobs describe the things 

your customers are trying to 

get done in their work or in 

their life. A customer job 

could be the tasks they are 

trying to perform and 

complete, the

problems they are trying to 

solve, or the needs they are 

trying to satisfy.

Gains describe the outcomes and 

benefits your customers want. Some 

gains are required, expected, or 

desired by customers, and some 

would surprise them. Gains include 

functional utility, social gains, 

positive emotions, and cost savings. 

Gains are the positive states of being 

our customer is searching for.

Pains describe anything that annoys 

your customers before, during, and 

after trying to get a job done or simply 

prevents them from getting a job 

done. Pains also describe

risks, that is, potential bad outcomes, 

related to getting a job done badly or 

not at all. Pains are the negative states 

of being our customer is hoping to 

avoid.



Lean Startup: Value Proposition Canvas

Gain Creators describe how your products 

and services create customer gains.

They explicitly outline how you intend to 

produce outcomes and benefits that

your customer expects, desires, or would be 

surprised by, including functional

utility, social gains, positive emotions, and cost 

savings.

Pain Relievers describe how exactly your 

products and services alleviate specific

customer pains. They explicitly outline how you 

intend to eliminate or reduce some

of the things that annoy your customers before, 

during, or after they are trying

to complete a job or that prevent them from doing 

so.



Workshop: Build a VPC for your Accelerator

Pre-assessment:

What are they trying to get done?

Pains? Gains?

Timeline?

How do these insights align to your offering i.e. what will your Gain Creators and Pain Relievers be?



Building your accelerator is a process



Bottom Line

1. Running an accelerator is beyond provision of space and computers

2. Building a well-designed accelerator program involves a human-centered approach

3. Designing around empathy and insights gained. Feedback is a gift!

4. FOCUS on the ENTREPRENEUR


